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Abstract

Background: Powered wheelchair (PW) driving is a complex activity and requires the acquisition of several skills.
Given the risks involved with PW use, safe and effective training methods are needed. Virtual reality training allows
users to practice difficult tasks in a safe environment. An additional benefit is that augmented feedback can be
provided to optimize learning. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether providing augmented
feedback during powered wheelchair simulator training results in superior performance, and whether skills learned
in a virtual environment transfer to real PW driving.

Methods: Forty healthy young adults were randomly allocated to two groups: one received augmented feedback
during simulator training while the control group received no augmented feedback. PW driving performance was
assessed at baseline in both the real and virtual environment (RE and VE), after training in VE and two days later in
VE and RE (retention and transfer tests).

Results: Both groups showed significantly better task completion time and number of collisions in the VE after
training and these results were maintained two days later. The transfer test indicated better performance in the RE
compared to baseline for both groups. Because time and collisions interact, a post-hoc 2D Kolmogonov-Smirnov
test was used to investigate the differences in the speed-accuracy distributions for each group; a significant
difference was found for the group receiving augmented feedback, before and after training, whereas the
difference was not significant for the control group. There were no differences at the retention test, suggesting that
augmented feedback was most effective during and immediately after training.

Conclusions: PW simulator training is effective in improving task completion time and number of collisions. A small
effect of augmented feedback was seen when looking at differences in the speed-accuracy distributions,
highlighting the importance of accounting for the speed-accuracy tradeoff for PW driving.
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Background
Around 1 % of community-dwelling Canadians use a
mobility device (manual wheelchair, powered wheelchair
or scooter) [1]. This proportion is higher for the older
portion of the population, with around 4 % of the popu-
lation aged 75 and over using a wheelchair [1]. In com-
parison to a manual wheelchair, powered wheelchairs
(PWs) require almost no physical effort and enable

people with more severe limitations to maneuver in their
home or in a community environment for extended pe-
riods of time. However, PW driving is more cognitively
demanding and safety is an important concern. Acci-
dents with PWs are frequent and often result in injuries
or damage to the device or the environment [2].
PW driving requires the acquisition of several skills

and can be challenging for new users. A recent study
interviewed PW users to describe the challenges that
they experience in maneuvering their PWs during daily
activities [3]. Difficulties encountered included basic
tasks, such as joystick control and maneuvering
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backward, but consisted more of complex tasks per-
formed in a community setting. Challenges included ma-
neuvering in constrained areas (e.g. public washrooms,
shopping aisles), going through doorways, avoiding fixed
(e.g. garbage can) and moving obstacles (e.g. people),
and managing uneven or slippery surfaces. Such situa-
tions are difficult to reproduce when training new users
in a clinical setting. In addition, it can be difficult to allo-
cate sufficient time for wheelchair training in order to
allow new users to master all the skills required to safely
maneuver a PW.
Given the safety risks involved and the extensive skill-

set required for driving a PW, effective training proto-
cols for new PW users are needed. Virtual reality offers
many advantages, such as portability and safety. Over
the last 10 to 20 years, a number of virtual reality PW
simulators have been proposed (see [4] for a review) that
range from simple flatscreen interfaces to head mounted
displays with 3D stereoscopic vision. The McGill Wheel-
chair Simulator, or miWe, [5] is a non-immersive virtual
environment that runs on a regular computer and pro-
vides a first person, 3D perspective view, presented on a
computer screen located at eye level. The virtual PW
functions like a real PW: it is controlled using a regular
joystick, and parameters such as speed and acceleration
correspond to a real PW. Several virtual scenarios have
been designed, based on an analysis of users’ needs [3],
such as entering/exiting an elevator, navigating in a
crowded shopping mall, street crossing, etc. Participants
receive feedback about collisions and the time required
to complete an activity. With the simulator, complex
tasks that are difficult to replicate in the real environ-
ment, such as maneuvering in a crowded hallway, can be
practiced safely and in a realistic manner. An additional
benefit of using virtual reality to train PW users is that
features in the environment can be manipulated in order
to maximize learning. One approach involves providing
learners with extrinsic information regarding their per-
formance of a task. Such augmented feedback is given in
addition to the usual sensory-perceptual information
that learners naturally perceive when performing a task.
Augmented feedback regarding the pattern or the out-
come of a movement can help learners acquire new
skills by facilitating error detection [6–9].
Another important aspect of training that is easily ma-

nipulated in a virtual environment is variability of prac-
tice. Changing the task parameters during training has
been shown to yield superior results in terms of learning
than fixed practice [10]. Many variations of a task can be
created in a simulator to increase the variability of PW
training.
The purpose of PW training is to induce long-term

learning in PW users. An important distinction is made
between motor learning and performance. Motor

learning refers to the long-term changes in the execution
of a movement, whereas performance reflects the transi-
ent effects of practice [11]. Improvement in performance
can be seen during practice of a given task over a num-
ber of trials, but these changes may not necessarily re-
flect motor learning, if there is no retention of the skill
once practice has ceased. The initial boost in perform-
ance may be dependent on the practice conditions such
as the large number of trials and the augmented feed-
back provided during the acquisition phase [12]. To ver-
ify that motor learning has taken place, it is necessary to
administer a retention test, sufficiently removed in time
from the practice session, in which the learner performs
the task without any feedback. The change in the execu-
tion of the motor task from before training to the reten-
tion test reflects motor learning.
An additional aspect to consider when training with a

simulator is whether the skills learned in the virtual en-
vironment transfer to real PW driving. To test this, real
PW driving performance is assessed before and after
simulator training with a task similar to the one per-
formed in the virtual environment. The results of this
test reflect the transferability of the skills that were
learned in the simulator. Some wheelchair simulators
have been shown to be effective for wheelchair training
[4, 13–15] (for a recent review, see [16]). However, these
studies were conducted with small sample sizes and the
real PW driving transfer test was administered immedi-
ately following the training session.
The present study sought to determine whether, in

naïve healthy adults, providing augmented feedback dur-
ing simulator training results in better learning and re-
tention of PW skills in comparison to a control group
receiving no such feedback; and whether simulator train-
ing improves PW performance in the real environment.

Methods
Participants
All participants provided informed consent, as approved
by the ethics committee of the Interdisciplinary Research
Centre in Rehabilitation (CRIR, Canada). Forty healthy
participants were recruited for this study. The study
took place at the Jewish Rehabilitation Hospital over the
course of four months. To be included, participants had
to be between the ages of 18 and 50 and be
right-handed. Left-handed people were excluded because
the real PW used for the experiment was right-handed.
The age range was defined as 18–50 at the beginning of
the study, but for convenience and homogeneity of sam-
ple, only young adults were recruited. Participants were
excluded if they had any self-reported motor, sensory or
cognitive difficulties that could interfere with PW driv-
ing, if they had any previous PW driving experience or if
they had significant experience maneuvering a manual
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wheelchair. Participants were randomized into two
groups. Participants in the feedback group received aug-
mented feedback during simulator training, while those
in the control group did not receive any augmented
feedback during training.

Study design
The study design followed a paradigm traditionally used
in motor learning studies [11], consisting of an acquisi-
tion phase and a retention/transfer phase (Fig. 1). Partic-
ipants were required to attend two sessions, two days
apart. On the first day, participants were asked to
complete a demographic questionnaire regarding their
age, gender, occupation, and number of years of educa-
tion. Participants were then introduced to the virtual
and real PW. They received basic instructions on how to
control the joystick and performed an initial
familiarization task in both the virtual (VE) and real en-
vironments (RE). Then, their baseline performance was
assessed by performing a single trial of a “test” task in
each of the VE and RE (described below). Following this
initial assessment, participants trained in the VE only.
Training for the experimental group consisted of 18 tri-
als with augmented feedback. The control group per-
formed the same amount of training trials, but with no
augmented feedback. Twenty minutes after training,
participants of both groups were tested again in the
VE (single test trial). The purpose of the post-
training test was to assess the initial acquisition of
motor skills. Two days later, participants returned
for a retention test in the VE and a transfer test in
the RE, which sought to evaluate whether motor
learning had taken place. No feedback was provided
during any of the test trials.

Task design
The task used for training and testing was chosen by
taking into account challenges that PW users often

encounter, such as maneuvering in confined spaces,
avoiding collisions and maneuvering backward [3, 17].
The task was designed to combine these three skills.

i. VE training task
The VE training task consisted of navigating through a
hallway that contained fixed obstacles, turning around a
90-degree corner, and using an elevator (Fig. 2). Partici-
pants had to press on the elevator’s call button, wait for
the doors to open, enter the elevator before the doors
close, make a U-turn inside the elevator, press on the
2nd floor button and finally exit the elevator once it
reached the next floor. Moving obstacles (people) were
present in the hallway and the elevator. Participants
were instructed to perform the task as quickly as pos-
sible while avoiding collisions.
Because variable practice has been shown to yield su-

perior results in terms of learning than fixed practice
[10], four versions of the training task of different diffi-
culty levels were created. The training task versions var-
ied in terms of parameters such as hallway width,
position of the obstacles, elevator door width, elevator
area, and the number of moving virtual characters
(Table 1).

ii. VE test task
An additional variation of the VE training task was cre-
ated for the sole purpose of testing performance. This
VE test task was a variant of the training tasks and was
of intermediate difficulty level. The VE test task was the
same for all tests (baseline, acquisition and retention).

iii. RE test task
The real environment test task was similar to the VE
training and test tasks (Fig. 3). Participants drove in a
hallway of the hospital while avoiding fixed obstacles
(chairs), turned the corner and pressed on the elevator
button. As the real PW driving was conducted in a busy

Fig. 1 Summary of experimental design
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hospital, participants were not asked to enter the eleva-
tor. For convenience, the task ended when participants
pressed the elevator button. There were no moving ob-
stacles for the real PW test task.
Because performance with the real and virtual PW

were not directly compared, the RE and VE test tasks
did not need to be identical. They had to be similar
enough to adequately assess transfer of learning from
the VE to the RE.

Augmented feedback
Augmented feedback is provided in addition to the
normal, intrinsic feedback that is obtained from a
task. To provide a realistic learning setting in the
simulator, collisions with people and objects were ac-
companied by different sound effects. Additional, aug-
mented feedback was provided to the feedback group
during the VE training tasks only. Augmented feed-
back is useful when it is informative enough to guide
future movement. The appropriate level of informa-
tion depends on the skill level of the learner and on
the task difficulty [18]. PW driving is a complex ac-
tivity and therefore feedback must be specific enough
with regards to the environmental goal to induce
changes during training. However, since the partici-
pants in this study were novices, we must have

ensured not to provide too much information or in-
formation that is too complex. Since one of the goals
of PW driving is to drive safely (by avoiding colli-
sions) and efficiently (by not driving too slowly), we
decided to provide terminal feedback (i.e. at the end
of the task) regarding the number of collisions and
the time to complete the task (Figs. 4 and 5).
In order not to overwhelm participants with this infor-

mation, the trajectory information was given on a faded
schedule: they received feedback after each of the first
three trials and following these, they received it every
three trials.
There were four VE training tasks and 18 training tri-

als. The four VE training tasks were ordered in a way to
appear random over the course of training so that par-
ticipants could not guess which task was coming next.
Each participant followed the same task order during
training. Table 2 summarizes the VE training task ver-
sions and feedback schedule for the feedback group for
the 18 training trials. The control group followed the
same task order but did not receive any feedback.

Performance outcomes
Participants were instructed to perform the VE training, the
VE test task and the RE test task as fast as possible while
avoiding collisions. The simulator recorded the task

Table 1 Summary of VE training and test tasks

VE Task 1 VE Task 2 VE Task 3 VE Task 4 VE Test Task

Hallway Wide hallway with
two fixed obstacles

Regular width hallway with
three fixed obstacles

Narrow hallway with
two fixed obstacles

Narrow hallway with
three fixed obstacles

Regular width hallway with
three fixed obstacles

Elevator Wide elevator Medium width elevator Medium width
elevator

Narrow elevator Medium width elevator

Number of
moving
obstacles

Two Four Four Five Four

Fig. 2 Outline of PW task (VE). Not drawn to scale
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completion time and the number of collisions for each trial.
Participants were filmed as they drove in the RE to extract
the time for task completion and the number of collisions.

Data analysis
Means and standard deviations were computed for
task completion time and number of collisions (in VE
and RE) and distance from the elevator button (RE
only) for the baseline, 20-min post-training and reten-
tion tests. To analyze differences in task completion
time and number of collisions between performance
at baseline, acquisition and retention and between the
groups, we ran mixed-model analyses of variance
using the mixed procedure in SPSS 23 (IBM, USA). A
mixed effect analysis is a type of linear analysis where
the error variance is modeled. It is more flexible than

a repeated measures ANOVA and leads to better esti-
mates [19]. We included effects for time, group (feed-
back/no-feedback) and interaction (time x group). We
chose an unstructured variance matrix because it of-
fered the best fit with the model.

Results
VE test task
The results for the time to complete the VE test task at
each time point are shown in Fig. 6. Participants took 90 s
on average to complete the VE test task before training.
Twenty minutes after training, participants were seven sec-
onds faster than at baseline. The effects seen at acquisition
were retained on the retention test two days later, where
participants were eight seconds faster than at baseline. The
control group had significantly better baseline performance

Fig. 3 Real PW task outline. Not drawn to scale

Fig. 4 Terminal feedback regarding time and collisions given to feedback group. Additional feedback regarding the pattern of the movement was
also provided. The feedback consisted of the participants’ trajectory overlaid on a 2D diagram of the task viewed from above (Fig. 5a). The locations
where participants made collisions (red) or came close to making collisions (blue) were indicated on the diagram. The participants were then shown
snapshots of their 3 worst moments (see Fig. 5b for example). The images showed what part of the PW made contact or came close to the obstacle
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than the feedback group, but their performances on the VE
test task were similar at acquisition and retention. The
mixed effects model found a significant effect of time from
baseline to acquisition (p = .002) and from baseline to re-
tention (p < .001) for all participants. No significant group
differences were found.
Figure 7 shows the mean task completion times obtained

for the different trials (including the test tasks) for the feed-
back group (Fig. 7a) and the no feedback group (Fig. 7b). It
can be seen that completion time generally decreased dur-
ing training for each of the task’s difficulty levels.
The results for the number of collisions in the VE test

task are shown in Fig. 8. Participants made fewer colli-
sions on the acquisition test 20 min after training and
the effect was retained for the retention test. The mixed
effects model was significant for time from baseline to
acquisition (p = .001) and from baseline to retention (p
= 0.01). No significant group differences were found.

RE transfer test
The results for the time to complete the RE test task are
shown in Fig. 9. Three participants did not complete the
real driving task because of technical problems with the
PW. Similarly to the VE test task, the control group had
better baseline performance than the feedback group.
Overall, participants improved their real PW driving by
7.5 s two days after training. The mixed effects model
found that this effect was significant (p < .001). However,
the effect of feedback was not significant (p = .202).

Not enough collisions were made in the RE to see an
effect.

Speed-accuracy distribution differences
Contrary to our hypothesis, no significant group differ-
ences were found for time to complete the VE or RE test
tasks and the number of collisions. However, an import-
ant factor to consider is that time and collisions influ-
ence each other, such that driving faster might cause
more collisions and focusing on avoiding collisions may
lead to slower driving. The instructions given to partici-
pants did not emphasize one strategy over the other;
both speed and collisions were emphasized equally. Par-
ticipants were told to drive as fast as possible while
avoiding collisions. It is thus possible that participants
used different strategies: some may have focused on
their speed, others may have prioritized careful driving
to avoid collisions, and the rest may have tried to focus
on speed and collisions equally. Such speed-accuracy
tradeoffs are common in perceptual-motor tasks and
can make independent comparisons on speed or accur-
acy difficult. Therefore, while no group differences were
found for time to complete task and number of colli-
sions independently, differences may exist when taking
into account their interaction.
To account for this, a graph of collisions over time

was plotted for the VE test task at baseline, acquisition,
and retention where each participant represents a single
point on the graph (Fig. 10).

Table 2 Summary of feedback schedule given to feedback group during training

Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

VE training task 1 2 3 4 2 4 1 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 1 3 2 4

Trajectory feedback (exp. Group only) x x x x x x x x

Collision and task completion time feedback (exp. group only) x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Fig. 5 Terminal feedback regarding the PW’s trajectory given to feedback group. Participants can review where in their trial they made
collisions (panel a, red circles) or came close to making a collision (panel a, blue circles); they can then review what part of the wheelchair
collided with an obstacle (panel b)
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A

B

Fig. 7 Mean task completion time results across trials according to task version for the a) Feedback group and b) No feedback group. Error bars
representing confidence intervals are shown for the test task only. Confidence intervals for the other tasks were similar and are not shown for
clarity. Task completion time generally decreased over the course of training

Fig. 6 Time to complete task in the VE for feedback and no feedback group at baseline, acquisition and retention. Overall, participants had better
performance from baseline to acquisition and the effect was maintained at retention. No significant group differences were found. Error bars represent
confidence intervals
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A two-dimensional version of the Kolmogonov-Smirnov
test (2D KS) [20] was used to analyze the differences be-
tween the distributions. The 2D KS is a non-parametric test
that determines whether two samples have the same distri-
bution by looking at the difference in the number of occur-
rences of each x-y pair in each quadrant of the graph.
The speed-accuracy distributions for the two groups

overlap at baseline, acquisition and retention (not shown),
and are not significantly different from each other.
We expect this based on the results from the mixed

effects model: both groups perform similarly at baseline,
acquisition and retention for both task completion time
and number of collisions.

When looking at the two groups individually, differ-
ences are found. The 2D KS test is significant for the
feedback group from baseline to acquisition (Fig. 10a),
indicating that the speed-accuracy distributions before
and after training were different. Participants in the
feedback group drove faster and/or made fewer colli-
sions after training. Conversely, although the control
group did improve in speed-accuracy, before and after
training, the differences did not reach significance
(Fig. 10b).
This effect was somewhat maintained for the retention

test. The feedback group’s speed-accuracy distributions
from baseline to retention were significantly different.

Fig. 8 Number of collisions in the VE for feedback and no feedback group at baseline, acquisition and retention. Overall, participants had better
performance from baseline to acquisition and the effect was maintained at retention. No significant group differences were found. Error bars
represent confidence intervals

Fig. 9 Time to complete the RE test task for all participants in the feedback and no feedback groups, at baseline and for the transfer test two
days after training. Overall, participants had better performance from baseline to the transfer test. No significant group differences were found.
Error bars represent confidence intervals
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As for the control group, this difference in distributions
was similar to the one obtained for the feedback group
and almost reached significance (2D KS test; p = .059).
This suggests that feedback does appear to play a role
improving speed and accuracy during training but that
its effect may not be strong enough to be maintained
two days after training and can only be seen immediately
after training.
To further investigate this idea, we looked at the

speed-accuracy distributions for one of the training
tasks, task number 3 (Fig. 11). Task number 3 was a
difficult task that appeared five times over the 18
training trials. For this analysis, we compared the
first time task 3 was performed by the participants
(trial 3) to the last trial it was performed (trial 16).
Similar to what was found for the test task, looking
at each group individually shows a significant differ-
ence in the speed-accuracy distributions from trial 3
to trial 16 for the feedback group (p = .003). That dif-
ference is not significant for the no feedback group
(p = .128).

The low p-value obtained for the feedback group for
this training task suggests that feedback does improve
speed and accuracy and is most effective during training.
Not enough collisions were made with the real PW

driving task to investigate their speed-accuracy tradeoff
distribution.

Discussion
Overall, simulator training improved participants’ PW
driving performance in terms of time and number of
collisions from baseline to acquisition in VE, and the ef-
fects seen at acquisition were retained two days later.
Simulator training also improved participants’ real PW
performance, from baseline to the transfer test two days
after training for task completion time. Therefore, simi-
lar to what has been found in other studies [16], training
in a PW simulator is effective in improving real PW
driving skills.
No significant group differences were found for task

completion time and number of collisions for the

A

C

B

D

Fig. 10 Speed-accuracy distributions for the VE test task. a. Comparison of the baseline and acquisition distributions for the feedback group. b.
Comparison of the baseline and acquisition distributions for the no-feedback group. c. Comparison of the baseline and retention distributions for
the feedback group. d. Comparison of the baseline and retention distributions for the no feedback group. For baseline to acquisition, the 2D KS
test is significant for the feedback group but not for the no-feedback group, indicating that participants in the feedback group had better speed
and accuracy after training
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acquisition, retention and transfer tests. However, sig-
nificant differences were found in the speed-accuracy
tradeoff distributions for the feedback group from
baseline to acquisition and during training with task
number 3. The low p-value obtained for the feedback
group for this training task suggests that feedback did
improve speed and accuracy and was most effective
during training. Its effect was maintained at the
acquisition test 20 min after training but was not seen
two days after training, where control of speed-
accuracy improved to a similar degree in both the
feedback and the no-feedback groups.

Weak effect of augmented feedback: Not informative
enough
Although simulator training was found to improve per-
formance in both VE and RE, the effect of augmented
feedback was not as strong as what was hypothesized
based on the motor learning literature. One possible ex-
planation for the lack of a strong effect of augmented
feedback on PW driving performance is that the feed-
back strategy chosen for this experiment may not have
been strong enough. No previous study has investigated
the role of augmented feedback for PW driving. Most of
the motor learning literature is based on experiments
conducted with simple laboratory tasks (e.g. making a
reaching movement with a robotic arm). Complex tasks
have more degrees of freedom, are more difficult to mas-
ter, are more cognitively demanding (planning, memory,
attention) and are more ecological [21]. PW driving re-
quires the acquisition of several skills, such basic right
and left turns and more challenging skills such as ma-
neuvering in constrained areas and negotiating fixed and
moving obstacles [17]. PW driving may thus be qualified
as a complex ecological task, compared to what has
traditionally been studied in motor learning research. An

increasing number of studies are applying concepts de-
rived from simple tasks to more complex tasks and are
finding contradictory results. For example, the guidance
hypothesis, derived from experiments with simple tasks,
was found not to be generalizable to more complex
tasks. According to the guidance hypothesis, the purpose
of augmented feedback is to guide learners to the correct
response during the acquisition phase of learning. Pro-
viding too much of it can be detrimental to long-term
learning because learners can become dependent on the
feedback and fail to use their own error-detection mech-
anisms [9, 22]. In such cases, superior performance is
seen during practice when feedback is present, but re-
sults in poorer performance on a retention test once
feedback is removed [23, 24]. Therefore, it was suggested
that decreasing the amount of augmented feedback dur-
ing training results in better long-term learning.
Studies did not find that reducing augmented feedback

improved long-term learning for complex tasks [21, 25].
In some cases, they found that complex skill learning was
improved by more augmented feedback. Therefore, for
complex tasks, providing terminal information feedback
regarding their outcome may not be informative enough
for the learner to modify the movement on a future trial
[26, 27]. It is thus possible that the feedback given to par-
ticipants regarding their time and number of collisions
was not informative enough for them to make significant
improvement on subsequent trials. Alternative feedback
methods could include concurrent feedback during train-
ing with warning sounds when the PW is close to obsta-
cles or feedback regarding joystick movement patterns.

Weak effect of augmented feedback: Intrinsic feedback
sufficient to improve performance
Since PW users will eventually use the simulator for
training, we felt it was important for this study to

A B

Fig. 11 Speed-accuracy distributions for the VE training task number 3. a. Comparison of training trials 3 and 16 distributions for the feedback
group. b. Comparison of training trials 3 and 16 distributions for the no-feedback group. The 2D KS test is significant for the feedback group but
not for the no-feedback group, indicating that participants in the feedback group had better speed and accuracy at the end of training in
comparison to the beginning of training
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simulate an authentic learning environment. Therefore,
in comparison to some motor learning studies looking at
the effect of feedback, participants were provided in-
structions regarding the learning goal and were not de-
prived of intrinsic feedback. Realistic sound effects were
present in the VE, so that participants could detect when
they made collisions. Participants could detect their er-
rors even without augmented feedback and use this in-
formation on subsequent trials. This could explain in
part why the differences between the groups were not as
large as what was expected.

Weak effect of feedback: Test task not sufficiently difficult
It is also possible that the task that was used for the tests
in the VE was too easy, especially when considering the
population that was tested. All participants were young
adults with a university education. The test task might
not have been of a high enough difficulty level to discern
more subtle differences in performance. A better task to
use as the test for this population might have been task
version three, a difficult task for which it was possible to
see consistent improvement during training. The test
task that was used for the study was perhaps better
suited for people with mobility impairments who require
the use of a PW. These people tend to be older and
often have other disabilities [28] which can make PW
skill learning more difficult than for healthy controls.

Weak effect of augmented feedback: High skill level of
participants
One issue with the experiment is that although both
groups were evenly distributed in terms of gender, age
and education, the control group had better baseline
performance than the feedback group. Because the con-
trol group’s performance was already good at baseline, it
is possible that feedback was not useful or needed for
most people in this group and therefore the lack of feed-
back had no impact on their performance. Interestingly,
all participants except one in the feedback group im-
proved in their time to complete the task from baseline
to retention for the VE test task, whereas five out of
twenty participants in the no feedback group had worse
performance on the VE retention test than at baseline.
This suggests that there were some people in the control
group for whom feedback might have been useful.

Motivation
Motivation is an important aspect of skill acquisition.
The augmented feedback group could compare their
time and number of collisions after each trial and use
the information to motivate themselves to do better on
future trials while the control group did not have access
to this information. Because no significant group

differences were found, motivation did not appear to
play a large role.

Limitations of study
One important limitation of the study is the
non-immersive nature of the virtual environment. The
goal of training in a VE is to replicate the experience of
real PW driving, and a desktop monitor VE may not be
as realistic as head-mounted displays (HMDs) which
create a more immersive experience. In a recent study
[29], PW training with a HMD was found to improve
real PW driving performance to a greater extent than
training using a non-immersive desktop VE. On the
other hand, the use of an HMD may increase discomfort
(nausea, vertigo, headaches) [30]; they could also be less
appropriate for people with disabilities, who may have
difficulties in donning such devices. Other simulators
described in the literature include additional elements of
realism and immersion, such as a moving platform to
simulate inclinations [31], multiple screens [32], etc. Our
approach with the miWe simulator has been to favor af-
fordability and portability, to allow greater use in a clin-
ical or home setting. We focus on ecological activity
design and in providing useful feedback to the partici-
pants. Future research is needed to understand the im-
pact of realism, immersion and feedback on wheelchair
skill learning.
Another limitation of the study is the limited set of

metrics used to measure PW driving performance. More
detailed measures of accuracy such as PW path error,
path smoothness and measures of joystick control might
have allowed us to better discern the effect of feedback
on PW driving performance and would be interesting to
measure in a future study.
An additional limitation to the study is the small sam-

ple size. Feedback is maybe more useful for some people
than others (e.g. baseline skill level). However, there
were not enough participants to investigate patterns in
the data.

Conclusion
Training in a simulator results in retention and trans-
fer of PW skills. There was a small effect of feedback
seen when looking at the differences in the
speed-accuracy distributions before and after training.
The lack of a strong effect of feedback may be due to
the population tested, the task difficulty and the
strength of the feedback chosen for the experiment.
Future studies should include testing with a different
population (PW users, people with disabilities), adapt-
ing the task difficulty to the population and providing
more informative feedback.
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